SYNOPSIS

Life is Beautiful is epic-drama movie based on the history of World War II. This movie is directed by Roberto Benigni. Life is Beautiful is released in 9th November 1999. This movie tells about the minor effect of ethnic cleansing in NAZI’s regime. Besides of that, this movie shows the existence as a father. The story is started with the removal of Guido Orifice. He wants to get a job in the town. After he arrives in the town, he works in the restaurant. In there, he lives with his uncle, his name is Leo. In the town, Guido meets with a woman that he made in during to the town, her name is Dora. The beautifully of Dora has hypnotized Guido. Guido always gives a surprise for Dora, and he always said, “biongorno principessa”. Once day, Guido disguise as Inspector from Rome. From this moment, Dora begins falling in love with Guido. She is interested in his brave and foolishness. But, Dora has been matched with Rudolpho. At the night party of engagement between Dora and Rudolpho, Dora asked Guido to take her go out from this party. Finally, they were marrying. They have a son, her name is Joshua. He is smart and creative. Guido opens a bookstore to buy daily needs in his family.

Once day, Guido and Joshua are caught because there is operation of Jews. All of Jews in Italy will be killed. After Dora knows that her family is caught, she decides to follow them. Because she is not a Jewish, she is hard to follow them. Finally, she can follow them because she persuades the soldiers of
NAZI. After the Jews arrive in camp, they are forced to work and then were killed by NAZI. In camp, Guido deceives Joshua that this is just a competition to get a tank. Guido takes a huge risk by treating the whole exercise as a joke. He explains to his son that they have just bought the tickets to take part in a contest to win a tank (not a toy one, but a real one, thought of which lights up Joshua’s eyes). He always entertains his son in the bad situation. Guido shows an existence of father. Once day, the soldiers of US forced the camp of NAZI. Because NAZI confuses, they want to kill Jews to lose the evidence. Guido makes use of this situation to save his family. Guido hides Joshua in order that was not killed by NAZI, He said for his son that it is a final game, so you must hide. And then he looks for his wife, Dora. But Guido is caught and then was killed. Before he is death, he is still able to joke with his son. After the war finished, Joshua meets with the soldiers of USA that drive a real tank. Joshua feels that he win the game. Finally, Joshua can meet his mother.